
“Hiring Jonathan is as close to
a sure thing as you can get!”
Kwame Trottman, VP of Operations
Verizon

FROM THE MEDIA TO
YOUR STAGE



I PROMISE YOU…

You want an expert who can deliver a message that captures the essence of your meeting, 
incorporates your theme, and creates a memorable experience for your audience. 

And you deserve it!

My presentation at your event is about more than a “speech;” it’s about earning your trust and 
keeping it. You put your reputation on the line when you hire me—and I intend to make you look 
good!

Your next event is a big deal for you and your organization. You can trust me to deliver a message 
that hits home with your audience, reconnects your audience to your organization’s mission, and 
inspires them to work together to create real change! 

When we work together, you won’t have to worry at all. My  3-Point Promise 
explains what you can expect (and enjoy): 

You can trust me to deliver a message 
that hits home with your audience, 
reconnects your audience to your
organization’s vision, and inspires them 
to take action!

I look forward to creating a
great event with you.

Connection Is Key,

                               Jonathan Sprinkles

1 HIGH STANDARDS
You will get what you expect when you invest in a seasoned 
professional. From communication to preparation, we 
make things simple and efficient for you. We work hard to 
make you look good!

2 HIGH ENERGY
Your audience will perk up, be engaged, and feel 
inspired to recommit to what matters most.

3 HIGH VALUE
Everyone will have immediate action 
steps and takeaway lessons. You will 
see a lot of notes and social media 
posts from our session!

“Jonathan’s methods create
visible, sustainable changes
within your organization.”
Brian Tippens,
Chief Diversity Officer, HP

YOUR NEXT EVENT...



AWARD-WINNING
PRESENTATIONS

THAT WILL BE THE HIT OF YOUR NEXT EVENT!

CALL TODAY TO REQUEST JONATHAN (832) 429-5161
LET'S WORK TOGETHER!

SPEAKER RATING:
9.7 OUT OF 10

The Connection Code is the ultimate playbook for inspiring and influencing 
behavior. Times have changed, expectations have changed, attention spans 
have changed. Old school tactics won’t cut it anymore. The Connection Code™ 
shows you how to authentically connect with people and create purposeful, 
profitable relationships.

THE CONNECTION CODE™
COMMUNICATION | SALES | INFLUENCE

Prepare to be inspired! The Power of Connection™ is a high-energy recharge 
that will get you to feel more connected to your work, your customers, and 
each other than ever before. You will start feeling unstuck and your 
organization can get reconnected, work together, and win as a team.

THE POWER OF CONNECTION™
MOTIVATION | CHANGE | PERFORMANCE

Leaders who create a Culture of Connection™ have the ultimate competitive 
advantage! Connected organizations are more profitable, they have each 
others back, and they produce the highest customer satisfaction rankings. 
This can be you! Using the patented Connection Quadrants™, you will know 
exactly how to dial into what your people are connected to, and how to gain 
their loyalty to your vision, inspire change, and elevate your team’s productivity 
through appreciation, trust, and goals that matter.

CREATING A CULTURE OF CONNECTION™
LEADERSHIP | CULTURE | TEAMWORK 



3 WAYS TO
BRING THE
POWER OF

CONNECTION
TO YOUR

ORGANIZATION:
MOTIVATIONAL
OPENING OR
CLOSING
KEYNOTE

1
Get an energy 
boost that will 
resonate with 
attendees 
throughout the 
event and beyond.

2IN-DEPTH
WORKSHOPS
These full-day or 
half-day, hands-on
sessions will give 
your group 
immediate and 
lasting results.

EXECUTIVE
COACHING
Teach your key
leaders how to use 
Connectology®
to connect with and 
bring out the best in 
the people they lead. 

3

*NOTE: Consulting is available on
a limited basis See a team
member for details. 

www.JSPRINKLES.com

YOUR AUDIENCE WILL LOVE
JONATHAN’S ENERGY AND

HIGHLY-INTERACTIVE STYLE!

“Jonathan was clearly the best 
speaker our program has ever had.”
Zsabroca Hughes, Master Sergeant
US ARMY

Awesome! Inspirational! Fantastic! A great way to 
end our event. He made us have one vision, one goal, 

one opportunity as an organization.”
— Heidi Brahser, YMCA

Not only did [Jonathan] perform brilliantly, he lived 
up to the highest expectations. His unique style and 

message…were of Texas legend quality.”
— Dick Koegle, STATE FARM INSURANCE

Jonathan took my group of introverted academics to 
an inspired group of business professionals in a half 
an hour. He was far more than I expected. Thank you 

Jonathan!”
— Mary Colleen Hershey, VP, Consumer

Marketplace Insights, NESTLÉ

Your message was humorous, thought-provoking, 
and encouraging. Your personal account of

triumphing over challenges and turning your life 
around made your presentation memorable.”
— Stan Ivie, FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE

CORPORATION (FDIC)



Jonathan Sprinkles is the author of 13 books 
(including two bestsellers), a TV personality, 
celebrity business coach, and 
award-winning keynote speaker. His work 
on the Power of Connection has been 
featured in:

  ABC
  Fox News
  Headline News (HLN)
  Forbes
  Glamour.com
  The Huffington Post
  USA Today

Jonathan has worked with organizations 
ranging in size from 10 to 50,000 across 
various industries, helping them achieve 
alignment among the company’s mission, 
customer loyalty, and increased profits. And 
here’s why--Jonathan gets it. He has lived it. 
As Jonathan built a thriving career in sales, 
he noticed his production peaked when he 
was assigned to a supervisor and team with 
whom he had a positive identity and 

connection. It was this realization that 
became a defining moment for Jonathan—a 
strong culture leads to stronger 
performance.

Employee engagement research reveals 
that as much as 80 percent of your 
workforce would give more effort if they 
were more motivated to do so. Jonathan 
Sprinkles has an answer for that. His 
message will resonate among all levels of 
your organization. He brings almost 20 
years of experience coaching 
businesspeople from entrepreneurs, 
executives, emerging leaders, to new hires. 

Jonathan has a unique ability to get people 
to come together and operate on one 
accord. Your organization will develop a 
deepened awareness of each person's 
impact on the big picture and why it is so 
important to have each others’ back.
Everyone will understand why “Connection 
Is Key!”

MEET JONATHAN
SPRINKLES

A MESSAGE THAT RESONATES
WITH EVERYONE!



CLARITY
When your people are about how to apply
Connectolgoy® to build trust and create
buy-in, their role is more meaningful, and
their work is more intentional. 

CHANGE
Your ROI happens quickly. Your organization
will have action steps for immediate and
lasting changes.   

CONNECTION
Jonathan is known as "the guy" on the topic of
Connection - a conversation that easily aligns
with every event theme.

CELEBRITY
Your audience will appreciate hanging out
with someone who they may have recently
seen on television.

CUSTOMIZED
You will appreciate how hard Jonathan and
team work to capture small details to create
unforgettable moments.
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WWW.JSPRINKLES.COM | 832.429.5161

REASONS
WHY HAVING
JONATHAN
WILL MAKE
YOUR EVENT

BIG
HIT!
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